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Elastic coupling of silica gel dynamics in a liquid-crystal–aerosil dispersion
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The dynamics of a thixotropic silica aerosil gel dispersed in an octylcyanobiphenyl liquid crystal were
directly probed by x-ray intensity fluctuation spectroscopy. For all samples, the time-autocorrelation function
of the gel was well described by a modified-exponential function over theq range studied. Compared to a pure
gel sample, a dilute (0.06 g cm23) gel embedded within the liquid crystal displayed more complex and
temperature dependent dynamics. Near the second-order smectic-A-to-nematic phase transition of the liquid
crystal the gel relaxation became significantly more complex and slower (t.2150 s) compared to relaxations
observed well within either phase. This clearly demonstrates coupling between the dynamics of the gel and the
host liquid crystal, consistent with critical slowing down of smectic and director fluctuations. A random
dampening field, elastically coupled to the liquid crystal, would explain the earlier observed crossover of this
transition towards 3d-XY behavior.
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Thixotropic aerosil~sil! gels embedded in organic liqui
crystals~LC! appear to be good physical models of quench
random disorder effects for a variety of phase transitions
have attracted considerable theoretical@1# and experimenta
@2–4# attention. Such LC1sil systems are particularly attrac
tive since random disorder can be introduced in a contro
manner. The aerosil particles can easily form long hydrog
bonded chains in an organic medium@5,6#, which can break
under stress and reform quickly on time scales,1 s when
the stress is removed. Without stress, the gel appears t
very stable. To date, there is little information, aside from
surface chemistry, of the physical properties of the unbro
gel.

Recently, the observation of a crossover behavior in
dispersion of silica aerosil in an octylcyanobiphenyl~8CB!
liquid crystal system was reported for a silica density ofr
'0.1 g~sil! cm23~total! @7#. The critical behavior at the
smectic-A-to-nematic phase transition remains sharp a
evolves towards 3d-XY universality, i.e., the heat capacit
critical exponenta approaches approximately zero with i
creasingr for r,0.1 grams of silica per cm3 of total sample
volume @7–9#. Above this density, all phase transitions
8CB become rounded and suppressed. Thus, there appe
be two distinct regimes of 8CB1sil dispersions, asoft re-
gime below 0.1 g cm23 where the phase transitions of 8C
remain thermodynamically sharp and astiff regime above
0.1 g cm23 where the transitions are all smeared@7#.

To understand these results and the gel itself better,
studied a similar dispersion of silica aerosil in 8CB by x-r
intensity fluctuation spectroscopy~XIFS! in the various
phases of the LC. Using the high coherent flux available
undulator sources of third generation synchrotrons XIFS
directly probe dynamics of disordered systems down
atomic length scales, on time scales down to milliseco
@10–21#.

Pure 8CB (291.44 g mol21) exhibits crystal ~Cr!,
smectic-Ad (SmAd), nematic ~N! and isotropic~I! phases
1063-651X/2002/65~3!/032701~4!/$20.00 65 0327
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with the following transition temperatures~in Kelvin! @22#:
Cr →;295→SmAd→306.95→N→313.95→I . The mol-
ecule has an extended length of;2 nm with a partial-
bilayer smectic phase (SmAd) of 3.2 nm layer spacing@23#.
The aerosil was of type-300 from Degussa Corp.@5#. This
aerosil consists of 7-nm-diameter SiO2 spheres with a high
density of hydroxyl groups covering their surfaces@24#. The
smallest observed basic silica units, which have a size
;20 nm, or 3 to 4 fused nodules, agglomerate by hydro
bonding into mass-fractal structures up to;400 nm in size
or larger@7#. The 8CB and sil were used after thorough d
gassing. The 8CB1sil sample preparation, described els
where@7,8#, yields a highly reproducible and stable dispe
sion.

For this study, we chose a sil density ofr50.06 g~sil!
cm23~total!, well above the percolation threshold of pu
aerosil of;0.017 g cm23 @6# and below the crossover den
sity to stiff behavior@7#. While the pure 8CB SmAd-N phase
transition temperature is TAN.307.0 K, this dispersion
sample is expected to have a TAN;306.2 K ~extrapolated
from Ref. @7#!. For r50.06 g cm23, the mean distance be
tween sil structures~mean void size! is l o.111 nm and the
fraction of LC molecules in direct contact with silica isp
.0.037, or about 4%@7#.

The XIFS experiments were conducted on the SRI-C
2-ID-B undulator beamline at the Advanced Photon Sou
@25# using a coherent x-ray beam, a transmission geome
and a directly illuminated liquid nitrogen cooled charge
coupled device~CCD! detector. The x-ray energy was chos
to be 1.83 keV, just below the Si K-absorption edge in ord
to achieve good speckle contrast from the sil@26#. Measure-
ments covered a momentum transfer~q! range from 0.017 to
0.097 nm21. Thin layers of sample material were support
in the x-ray beam by a silicon nitride membrane@27# fixed to
a copper plate on a stage. The stage temperature was
trolled by a recirculating chiller with an observed stability
60.1 K. The absolute temperature was measured wit
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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thermocouple to within 0.4 K.
A time series of CCD images of;30 s exposure time

with ;3 s between images were recorded over a period
5900 s at each temperature. During the course of the m
surements (;17 h), the 8CB1sil dispersion sample re
ceived an estimated radiation dose rate of 105 Gy s21 with-
out any apparent sign of damage.

The temporal intensity autocorrelation functiong2(q,t)
of the series,

g2~q,t!5
^I ~q,t !& t^I ~q,t1t!& t

@^I ~q,t !& t#
2

21, ~1!

was evaluated using a software algorithm, including corr
tions for the storage ring current, similar to that used in R
@20#. These reduced data at eachq were fit with a modified-
exponential functionf(t),

f~t!5Gfl exp~2a1ta2!1a3 , ~2!

whereGfl describes the fluctuation contrast,a1 is related to
the relaxation time,a2 gives a measure of the relaxatio
complexity, anda3 reflects any static background. In all ou
data,a2;1 and a3.0. For 0,a2<1, Eq. ~2! is called a
Williams-Watts function~or a ‘‘stretched’’ exponential! and
can be interpreted as the sum of single-exponential re
ations @28#. When a251, Eq. ~2! describes a single
exponential decay. Fora2.1, the relaxations have a mor
complex nature. In order to gauge the complexity of the
served relaxation processes, eachg2(t) curve was fit twice
with Eq. ~2!, once witha251 and once witha2 as a free
parameter~modified exponential!. Derived from these fits are
~a! the fluctuation contrastGfl , a measure for the relativ
strength of the fluctuations in the system,~b! the relaxation
time t0.5 defined as

t0.55F ln~2!

a1
G1/a2

, ~3!

in which the correlations decayed to half of their initi
value, and~c! the parametera2.

The investigatedq range corresponds to length scale
d52p/q, from 65 to 370 nm in this system. These leng
scales are two orders of magnitude larger than the molec
or crystalline length scales of pure 8CB. As a test that
measured speckles of the 8CB1sil sample originated from
the sil, a 50-mm-thick sample of pure 8CB was also studie
For pure 8CB, no speckles were detected in thisq range
despite the consistent observation of a broad diffraction r
at q>2 nm21 (d53.2 nm) corresponding to the SmA
layer spacing that persists after numerous thermal cy
through the SmA-N phase transition. The lack of any sca
tering from 8CB in theq range of 0.02 to 0.10 nm21 dem-
onstrates that the scattering cross section of the liquid cry
is much smaller than that of the sil. Thus, the data obtai
with the 8CB1sil sample resulted almost exclusively fro
the scattering by the aerosil gel.

In addition to the pure 8CB sample, a pure aerosil
sample was also studied. This was accomplished by sp
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kling aerosil on a silicon nitride window and shaking off th
excess~the rest was held in place by electrostatic force!.
Although the coverage appeared uniform and approxima
100 mm thick, the density for this sample was not know
At room temperature (;294 K) without the chiller operat-
ing, clearq-dependent dynamics were observed,t0.5 varied
smoothly from 700 to 1200 s andGfl50.003 to 0.012 with
increasingq, while a251.2 for all q. Given this value fora2

and thatxn
2 is only slightly larger for a fixeda251, the gel

relaxations are essentially described by a single expone
~see left panel of Fig. 1!. At the same temperature but wit
the chiller operating,t0.55770 s anda251.8, independent
of q, were observed with the fit favoringa2*1 ~see right
panel of Fig. 1 and Table I!. However, for this case,Gfl

FIG. 1. Normalized time-autocorrelation curvesg2(t)/g2(0) for
the pure aerosil gel without~left! and with ~right! the chiller oper-
ating for four representativeq values studied~see symbols!. The
feature at;1000 s on the left is an artifact of the data reducti
algorithm, exacerbated by the low fluctuation contrast and exag
ated by the normalization. The lines on the right represents typ
fits using Eq.~2! with a251 ~dashed! anda2(free)51.8 ~solid!.

TABLE I. g2(t) fit results using Eq.~2!, averaged over theq
range studied for each sample and temperature studied. The red
fit quality xn

2 for the case ofa2 being a fit parameter~modified
exponential! and for the case of a fixeda251 ~single exponential!
are also shown. The application of Eq.~1! generated standard de
viations on the order of 20% forg2(t) leading to the anomalously
small xn

2 @29#.

Sample T~K! Gfl3102 t0.5 ~s! a2 xme
2 xse

2

sil/OFF 294.0 0.660.2 9286147 1.2 0.12 0.13
sil/ON 294.0 3.160.6 769620 1.8 0.07 0.31
8CB1sil 290.4 0.860.2 8816180 1.0 0.11 0.11

294.6 0.460.1 6256172 1.1 0.42 0.38
299.8 0.560.1 926664 1.3 0.10 0.14
305.2 2.860.3 21486101 1.7 0.02 0.13
308.2 0.860.2 11356122 1.2 0.09 0.10
311.8 2.060.3 6246144 0.9 0.04 0.05
315.7 1.260.3 1056694 1.4 0.03 0.13
1-2
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increases from 0.017 to 0.044 with increasingq. Clearly, the
gel has both intrinsic dynamics and a complex respo
(a2.1 and a six times greater fluctuation contrast! to vibra-
tions introduced by the chiller. Thus, for measurements
the 8CB1sil samples, observed relaxation times on the or
of 770 s cannot be separated from relaxation processe
duced by the chiller vibrations. Note that the very smallGfl

observed without the chiller operating exposes an artifac
the data reduction algorithm, seen as a kink in the left pa
of Fig. 1 @20#.

An approximately 20-mm-thick dispersion sample of 8CB
1sil with r50.06 g cm23 exhibited different dynamic be
havior depending on the phase of 8CB. Figure 2 shows
fluctuation contrast, relaxation times, anda2 values obtained
at different temperatures averaged over theq range studied.
Most of the fits to the data with Eq.~2! did not show a large
difference in the parametersGfl and t0.5 whether a2 was
fixed at 1 or was freely adjustable. However, for the m
surements at 305.2 and 315.7 K, the fit with the modifie

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the fitted fluctuation c
trast~top!, relaxation time~center!, and exponenta2 obtained from
a fit with Eq. ~2! ~bottom!. The open symbols represent the para
eters derived from the fit witha251, while the solid symbols are
for a2 free; the connecting dashed lines representing the ave
between the two fits. The dashed region in the center panel indic
the time scale affected by the operating chiller. Vertical dotted li
show the estimated transition temperatures.
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exponential function was of significantly better quality. Th
together with the higher values ofa2 at these temperatures
indicates that the complexity of the relaxation processes
creases near the SmAd-N phase transition and in the isotrop
phase. For all the other temperatures, the fit quality was v
similar whethera2 was freely adjustable or not, indicating
very shallow minimum inx space and a single-exponenti
relaxation process~see Table I!.

Near the second-order SmAd-N phase transition, the dy
namics in the gel grew stronger, slowed down, and beca
more complex. At 305.2 K (;1 K below TAN), an increase
in fluctuation contrast and a slowing down, both by abou
factor of 3, were observed, consistent with the slowing do
of relaxations that were too fast for detection in other pha
of the LC. Theq averaged relaxation times were about
value of 2148 s witha251.7. A slight increase in the relax
ation time over the chiller induced background to 1135 s a
a251.2 were also observed at 308.2 K (;2 K above TAN).
Both temperatures are well within the reduced temperatur
utu&1022 where critical smectic fluctuations are expected
emerge.

The substantial slowing down of the fluctuations near
second-order SmAd-N phase transition indicates that the g
mimics the expected critical behavior of the LC@30#. Pure
SmAd fluctuations mostly involve molecules sliding alon
the nematic director, causing variations in amplitude a
phase of the smectic 1d-density wave, thus only weakly in
teracting with the gel. However, spatial and temporal flu
tuations of the nematic director can lead to torques acting
the gel network. The prolonged relaxation times of the
are likely driven by energy taken from the nematic direc
fluctuations, reducing their effect on the LC dynamics. T
data suggest that the gel network provides a rando
dampening field for the director fluctuations at this pha
transition. The effect of this could be the observed crosso
behavior of low-density 8CB1sil systems to the 3d-XY uni-
versality class of critical phenomena. In this class, order
rameter and director fluctuations are suppressed.

In summary, this work has directly probed the behavior
an aerosil gel alone and when embedded within a liquid cr
tal, revealing evidence that~a! the pure gel is a dynamica
system as opposed to the earlier view of a static, sem
nealed, system@7#, ~b! the gel dynamics can be external
activated, and~c! the gel is dynamically coupled to the LC
when embedded in it. The latter observation can be explai
by the existence of a dynamic random field, elastica
coupled to the liquid crystal. Essentially, the gel acts a
random ‘‘shock absorber’’ to the thermally driven direct
fluctuations in the LC. This mechanism would then acco
for the evolution of the SmA-N critical behavior with sil
density@7–9#.

To further understand the nature of the LC and sil int
action, investigations of dispersions with different aero
density, particle size, and surface chemistry are plann
Theoretical modeling of this system as a random set
coupled mass springs to quantitatively estimate the coup
would be highly desirable. Finally, this work has revealed
feasibility of using XIFS on a system of a gel embedded i
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low-viscosity isotropic solvent to study the possibility of
rigidity transition in the gel itself as a function of silica de
sity. A rigidity transition may be responsible for the observ
regimes ofsoftandstiff LC1sil behavior. Such a sil1solvent
system would be particularly attractive as it would provide
physical model for the investigation of rigidity and conne
tivity percolation.
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